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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)

Processor: 1.5Ghz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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Just like FPS Creator, GameGuru is the pandora box of indie gaming as it opened the door to more shovelwares.

That being said, Elves Adventure is nothing but an abysmal mishmash of asset flip that shows a great lack of understanding of
what makes an FPS enjoyable:

1. Inconsistent visual art style
2. Horrendous level design (game starts in a "mario-like" world, and then we get to explore some mines, and then an "oriental"
palace)
3. Unbalanced enemy encounter design (invisible foes shooting with pin-point accuracy, really!?)
4. Loads of clipping bugs
5. Long loading time
6. Poor performance
7. Lack of context to keep the player engaged

Sure, there is a first time for everyone. Without experimention, trial and error, we cannot gain experience. However, some early
attempts are better kept hidden from the public.

It's hard to justify the quality of a game with the price tag when there are good free-to-play games in the market...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h-mSqASQDgs

Rating:
0.1 \/ 10. Like a lot of point & click games Zerzura suffers from frustratingly unintuitive gameplay that has you clicking
everything onto everything in the hope of progression. As such it ends up being a stop often to consult the walkthrough
simulator.

That would be O.K. if the story was good. But, there's not a lot to recommend that either. You have two orphaned brothers. One
of whom, the main character, is an inventor. The other is trying to find their people's lost city. What's so important about this
lost city? You know, magic, the falback choice for lazy writers everywhere.

There's the usual cartoonish villain who wants to get to the city also. And, there's a corsair woman who exists to be the main
character's love interest, I guess, and to seek revenge for her father's death. I write "I guess" about the love interest thing because
the game lets us know by giving you the option to have the main character give her some flowers, and, later, they receive a
magical amulet, that neither of them asked for, that binds them together. So yeah, that's the game.. Excellent, fun shooter! Easy
to pick up and enjoy. You can't go wrong with this title, especially if it's on sale.. Very addicting game with deep strategy and a
real challenge in the higher difficulties. Try beating zombie chicken invasion on hard.. 19 fps with an 8700K and GTX 980 this
is horribly optimized i should be getting 100+ at least 60+. I had a friend make me buy this

we arent friends anymore. Hexed seems good, but a bit too difficult for me.
(Which probably means it's perfect for anyone who likes difficult puzzles?)

Although I can't rule out that the more visual thinkers may find it too easy after a while?
It seems like a game where possibly you'd get used to recognising familiar patterns.
Reminds me of those sliding 4x4 pictures I could never do as a child
(until as an adult, I learnt about doing a row at a time, then the final 2 rows are sets of squares).

I think I recommend it - especially for the price tag.
They've made more efforts than most games, to explain their UI (as well as the controls) to the player.. Pretty cool game. First
sniper game I've ever played and I enjoyed it a lot. Story was okay, nothing impressive but gave the right army-kinda ethos. I
played my first trial on expert (to get all achievements in one run) and would advise others to do the same since the game no
casual is really childsplay.
I tried the multiplayer a bit, but that wasn't too much fun, only 2 maps and way too many pro's \/ hackers.
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The worst thing about the game are the crashes (DON'T EVER ALT-TAB, when you get back to your game it's all f'ed up and
you probably need to restart your PC) and the 4 (YES: FOUR) unskippable ads when you start the game which it's just
outragious (for sure combined with the bugs that require a restart or 3)

But all in all are the bugs and ads not enough reason to not recommend a nice game like this. You probably won't spend as much
hours in it as I did (since most people are done in a 5-8 hours) so it might be a good idea to wait for a sale.
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very nice game i play for 2 years now .
ofcourse there are some defects but hey its a GAME just have FUN playing it :)
. I am a fan of tabletop tactics games and they take up too much time, space, and money to be a viable thing in my life. This
game is a fantastic alternative and one of things I am loving most about this is that it is so classic. The game system is great and
would hold up well 20 years ago or 20 years in the future. Three thumbs up. Also, I can't wait to earn more currency in game so
I can keep buying packs of cards!. A lot of good will has been built for me with paradox so for the first time ever I bought the
deluxe edition.... Wow do I regret it. If only it didn't take over 2 hours to realize how broken and subpar this game was I would
have refunded. I will not buy a single dlc from this game until they give plenty of free updates.. This is the penultimate version
of the Ageod platform before they turned to their new "streamlined" interface which achieved nothing but complicate the game
and also look ugly. The last is Spanish Civil War "España 1936". Together with American Civil War (the old, 2007 version) I
consider this to be the high point of Ageod games, and in my opinion you should start out with these versions instead of wasting
your money on the buggy and doubtful releases they are now throwing out every few months. Ageod was once a company that
stood for high quality, lamentably they have apparently burned out at some point, psychologically never recovered from the
Vainglory Of Nations fiasco, and now mostly turn out listless mods of their aging engine instead of a new game that could
revive the formula.

Alas, Revolution is a great game that captures the size and feel of Russia very well, and you can easily spend weeks doing
nothing but complete a single grand campaign - of which there are three versions: the Bolshevik, and two White Russian faction.
In addition there is also a German World War 1 scenario (which I havent even played due to lack of time) and a lot, lot more.
This game offers content and replayability in spades, and can be very challenging, especially if you have not played through
every other game in the series before. Highly recommended... Well, I've only played an hour so far, and so far, I'd call this game
'okay'. The art is pretty good for 8-bit, the sound effects don't grate, and though the music got boring after an hour, it never got
annoying. I played with shooter controls, based on the other reviews, and they were fine, no complaints.

One gameplay mechanic that I particularly liked is the teleport spell; the controls there are far pickier, but they make every
teleport a risk, which prevents it from being an easy fix to every situation. The possibility of dying if it's done incorrectly does
make me feel like a novice unicorn who just learned to do a potentially dangerous spell and is taking the chance of using it out
of necessity. That is a good marriage of story and gameplay.

But on to what I didn't like. What is it that happens when those spitting enemies hit the character in the face with black goop and
you go to another plane? I wander around, without a HUD or any apparent goal, picking up blue crystals labelled 'personality'
that may or may not be changing anything, and when I find the heart, I return where I left off. What purpose does that serve?
There was no instruction during gameplay and I couldnt' find anything about it in the Help. I don't know whether the lack of
instruction is part of the creator's intention, but it's annoying. There are a few serious grammar errors in the game text that read
like a bad translation job (as well as general dialogue awkwardness; no one, faced with a dead friend, says to themselves 'How
come?'). The music, as I previously mentioned, gets boring quickly. It plods along with a few low notes every now and then,
accompanied by a scrap of violin. This makes it especially weird that the soundtrack is available on its own when it's so minimal
and dull.

Finally, on the secret level that triggers the Lanterns achievment, that I have been unable to luck into again, there's no indication
beforehand that walking into the figure with the glowing eyes results in death. That's cheap.

If it looks cool to you, you'll like it fine, but it's unpolished still.. Fairly short game, easy to dip in and out of. Played with the
Mrs who loves this sort of game.

We had a good laugh and lots of fun playing. Finished it in one sitting and was left wanting more.

Can't wait for the next chapter.

I would have been happy paying a small price for this game. If the next chapter is longer then I would have no problems paying
for that.. This is a simple room escape game that I found to be pretty interesting. Despite it's simplicity, it is challenging and
some of the setups are pretty cool. I thought it was worth the $2. For that low of a price, I found it to be a pretty cool game. I
haven't finished it all, but from what I have played, I'd say that it's worth getting, especially if you have a friend\/family member
that is try to help you.
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Basically, it's nothing extraordinary, but for only $2, it's worth giving it a try.. A fun VR game where you and one other
opponent enter into a 1 v 1 deathmatch against each other. You teleport to platforms around the map and each have 4 unique
spells on your wands that you choose in the workshop. This adds a level of stratagy where some spells may counter others in
Unique ways.

The game is all about stratagy and conserving your mana for just the right time. It deserves the upvote.. pros

+ good looking and detailed graphics
+ puzzles are enjoyable. you can also collect ingridients and make potions
+ creepy atmosphere. i like Louisiana setting
+ voodoo story is intriguing
+ hidden object elements are fun.
+ hint system very helpful
+ there is auto save

cons

- game could have been longer.
- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- abrupt cliffhanger ending is rushed and clearly designed to set up a sequel.
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